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Welcome to the
Fall / Winter
2015 collection.
The Unisex Collection
A collection richly inspired by the region where Coal’s roots are firmly planted. We are
proud of our northwest heritage, which informs everything we do when creating the fall
and winter collection— staying cozy, warm, dry and stylish throughout these moody, dark
seasons is an inherent part of northwestern life. The FW15 collection pays homage to all
the elements of a rain-soaked fall and a snow-covered winter. As always, we put fit, comfort, warmth and function at the forefront of all of our designs, and also a bit of FUN. You’ll
see new patterned fleece materials, bright and cheery knits, and cheeky artwork, all to
bring a smile to your face while keeping you covered no matter what the weather brings.

History

Mission

In 2002 a group of friends got together to start a company
that reflected their shared vision: headwear should be
more than an accessory. We saw an opportunity to provide the market with accessories that took fit, fashion, and
function equally seriously, and looked at headwear as an
extension of you, your identity and your lifestyle. Design
was—and still is—the main factor of every style. From the
color and yarn / material type, to the way we brand each
piece and most importantly the fit and look when worn.
Today we continue to strive to create the best possible
headwear out there. It’s all about design, uncompromising attention to detail, and superior components.

Coal was founded on the belief that headwear is more
than an accessory. It’s part of you, your identity, and your
lifestyle. We build this idea into each of our designs by
using quality materials and exacting detail, and crafting
styles that are as unique as you are.
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This logo throughout our catalog indicates a Coal Considered style. Considered pieces are classically inspired
with a modern twist, where no detail is overlooked. In our
Fall / Winter 2015 Collection we are excited to introduce
new Special Edition collaborations, as well as innovative
designs and fine materials, including domestic wool felt,
American mohair and ultra-fine Mongolian cashmere.
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The Drifter

The Hats
Pine

The Lee

Heather Black

The Horizon

A Coal classic reinvented for Fall 15, this wide brim fedora is
comprised of crushable wool felt, trimmed with waxed cotton
cord headband and metal Coal emblem at side. Made in the
USA. Sold individually by color / by size.

Black
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Crushable wool felt.
Available in S
(56.5cm), M (58cm),
and L (60cm)

The Harmon

Heather Grey

The finest short brim fedora with a classic pinch front, made
of heathered, crushable wool felt. Wrapped with a cotton cord
headband and metal emblem at side. Made in USA. Sold
individually by color / by size.

Crushable wool felt.
Available in S (55cm),
M (57cm), and L
(59cm)

Heather Black

A wide brim fedora utilizing our custom block, fashioned in wool felt.
Outfitted with a leather cord that wraps around as a headband and
continues through to function as a chin cord. Finished with our metal
label at side. Solid individually by color / by size.

Wool felt.
Available in M
(57cm) and L
(59cm)

Khaki

Debuting Fall 15, the Harmon is as classic as they come. Featuring
a pinch front with a subtle grosgrain ribbon headband. Metal coin
logo at side. Sold individually by color / by size.

Wool felt.
Available in M
(57cm) and L
(59cm)

Heather Burgundy
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The Traveler

Back for more action—a hat made for travels near and
far. Ripstop cotton outer, moisture wicking bamboo
charcoal sweatband, hidden pocket at inside crown, and
adjustable chin strap. Trimmed with subtle logo embroidery at side. Sold individually by color / by size.

Olive

Cotton.
Available in M (58.5cm)
and L (60.5cm)

•

The Spackler

Retooled for Fall 15—An adventure hat outfitted in
ripstop cotton, with venting mesh grommets, an all-new
leather patch at front and an adjustable chin strap. Sold
individually by color / by size.

Available in M (58.5cm)
and L (60.5)

• Black

• Snow

Black

Cotton.

• Camo

The Warren

A timeless driver silhouette offered in classic wool plaids
with contrasting heathered flannel brims. Both options
feature satin lining and metal label at side. Sold individually by color / by size.

Wool blend.
Available in M (58cm)
and L (60cm)

Brown Plaid

Charcoal Plaid
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The Caps
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The Wilderness

Its back! A classic corduroy trucker featuring our custom wildlife
embroidery and printed lining. All new custom embroideries, as
well as awesome new colors pump up this Coal original. Trimmed
with a cord band across the front panel and woven Coal label at
the adjustable snap back. Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
OSFM

•

The Lore

• Purple

Mint (Fish)

Khaki (Eagle)

Golden (Bison)

Brown (Pheasant)

Black (Fish)

Navy (Griz)

The Hank

Orange

The Caps
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• Grey

• Black

Cotton.
OSFM

• Olive

Full foam cap outfitted in ripstop camo or pinwale corduroy. Leather
patch at front is an homage to the majestic Mount Rainier. Metal
grommets at crown with snap back closure. Sold individually by
color / by size.

Cotton.
OSFM

Olive

Camo

The Tracker
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Deep in the heart of the forest dwell creatures once thought to be
the stuff of legends. We have taken photographs of these creatures
and rendered meticulous embroideries in their likeness. Find them
emblazoned on our custom foam front cap made of soft brushed
canvas, with an adjustable snap back. Coal label at back adjuster.
Sold individually by color.

Our fitted earflap five panel with an all new—and oh-soclassy—leather patch. Warm quilted flannel lines the body and
earflaps. Ties allow you to wear the flaps up and out of the way
or secured under your chin for warmth. Sold individually by
color / by size.

Black

Nylon with wool blend
flannel.
M (57.5cm) and L
(60cm)

Olive
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The Trek •

Let’s go outside! Cotton ripstop cap with a sweat wicking bamboo
charcoal sweatband. Adjustable drawcord at back helps customize
the size and cinch down this action seeking cap. Mesh grommets at
side for venting, and flap at back to protect your neck from the sun.
Custom Coal patch at front. Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
OSFM

The Clive

Making its debut, this herringbone quilted knit five panel is completed with mesh lining and a microsuede bill. A fine leather snap back
closure keeps this hat snug while the custom patch on the front does
the talking for you. Sold individually by color.

Polyester.
OSFM

Black

Snow

Burgundy

Charcoal

The Canyon

Allover fleece fabric guarantees warmth and coziness in this classic five panel cap. Outfitted with original front patches and a flexible
microfiber brim. Finished with a webbing snap back closure. Sold
individually by color.

Polyester.
OSFM

• Camo

The Cascade

The finest 5 panel to date. Choose from our unique custom patterns: watercolor print done by our in-house artist or embroidered
arrows. All feature a contrast brim, mesh lining, custom leather
arrowhead patch and leather strap back. Sold individually by color.

Cotton or
cotton/poly
blend.
OSFM
Nordic

Plaid
Magenta

The Harold

Introducing for Fall 15 an all new and extra comfy 5 panel cap.
Constructed out of sweatshirt fleece, this cap features a cozy brushed
inside, a flexible EVA bill and a webbing back adjuster. Sold individually by color.

Cotton/poly
blend.
OSFM

Olive

Golden Brown

Heather Grey

Black
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The Richmond •

Olive Plaid

A classic flat-brimmed 5 panel cap in an array of fabrications,
all decorated with a custom front patch. Finished with lightweight mesh lining, taped seams and slide adjustable back.
Sold individually by color.

Heather Black Flannel

The Hatchet

Born and raised in Vernon, BC, Jess Kimura is
now based out of Squamish, BC. Located two
skips away from nature at any given moment,
she is always wondering about what the fish are
up to or what outdoor adventure will come next.
Her passion for fishing stems from the ability to
touch nature and to learn from the challenge,
maximizing the mental strength it gives and the
stillness of it all. We are excited to introduce this
updated collaboration, which—through custom
artwork—combines Jess’ passion for fishing and
our signature Palmer cap.

Cotton.
OSFM

Olive

It’s a little bit shallower than our other fits, with a classic squaredoff front panel shape. Fashioned out of wool blend twill with an all
new yet timeless embroidered patch. Finished with our signature
woven label at the adjustable snap back. Sold individually by color.

Heather Grey •
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OSFM

• Blue Oxford

Featuring classic lines and killer pinwale corduroy, our Hatchet
cap is outfitted with an embroidered patch and cord across the
front. Chop your own wood and it will warm you twice. Trimmed
with a woven label at the back adjuster. Sold individually by color.

Black

The Classic •

Heather Grey Flannel

Wool and
cotton
blends.

Black

The Caps
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Wool/acrylic
blend.

•

The Angler

OSFM

• Black

The Angler is a finely tuned version of our classic Palmer cap. All
new, beautifully embroidered patch at front. Inside panels feature
a custom all over fish print, brushed cotton canvas outer with cord
across the front. Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
OSFM

• Olive
14 / 15

The Ebb Tide

Not just an homage to a Seattle institution, this sturdy cap with
nautical patch and contrast cording could withstand the fiercest squalls. Finished with our small woven label at the adjustable snap-back. Sold individually by color.

The Ned

Cotton.
OSFM

Landing Fall 15, this shallow fitting strap back comes in the greatest
fabric of all: CORDUROY. You’re sure to fall in love with the subtle
ridges and handsome stamped leather patch. Ned may be your new
best friend. Sold individually by color.

Golden

Cotton.
OSFM

Light Olive

Mint

The Great
Outdoors
•

Dark Navy

Bust out your fishing pole, pack that tent, and dust off that powder
stick; it’s time to party! Cotton canvas cap with a mesh panel at inside
front and a YKK slide adjuster at back. It’s going to be a good time.
Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
OSFM

Black

The Palmer
•

A cap built from scratch. Our custom fit, made of cotton twill
throughout with the classic Coal script patch at front. Finished
with our signature woven label at the snap back. Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
OSFM

Charcoal •

•

Royal Blue •

Light Brown •

The Summit

A cap for those who want to leave the water wings at home and
confront the deep end. Outfitted in nylon with a shallow crown, mesh
insert at inside front and a noble forest patch on the front. Sold individually by color.

Nylon.
OSFM

Black •

Green •

The Caps

Orange •
Black •

Olive •
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The Hauler •

Built from the ground up and utilizing our custom body, the
Hauler is like your uncle’s classic trucker cap: deep and
roomy with a foam backed front panel. Outdoor inspired
logo patch and woven label at adjustable snap back. Sold
individually by color.

Cotton and
poly mesh.
OSFM

Black •

Burnt Sienna •

The Bureau

This cap is a spin on a classic. Utilizing our custom Hauler
block, the cap has a squared-off brim, with our bear patch on
a foam backed front panel. Mesh back and discreet woven
label at adjustable snap back finish it cleanly. Sold individually by color.

Olive
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Black
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The Purcell

The Walker
A beautifully knit beanie, that really should just be called heaven
for your head. Super soft and fine, 100% cashmere yarn is expertly knit into the coziest, cuffed beanie. Finished with our metal
emblem at the crown. Sold individually by color.

Toast

Black

A Nordic inspired beanie intricately cast in super soft yarn. Fully
fleeced lined for added warmth and finished with a pom pom on
top and Coal leather label at side. Sold in three pack by color.

Cashmere.

Charcoal

Navy

Our innovative style featuring our original whipstitch detail at
back, so that when worn it sits back on your head for that truly
modern fit. Cast in a heathered tweed yarn and trimmed with
our signature herringbone woven label at side. Sold individually
by color.

Navy

Burgundy

Light Heather
Brown

A modern classic. Domestic Mohair blend yarn is finely knit in a heritage inspired Nordic pattern. Whether you are navigating the briny
deep or the crowded boulevard, this hat will be sure to keep you
warm. Woven herringbone label at the side compliments this finely
knit beanie. Wear cuffed or unrolled. Sold individually by color.
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Heather Black

The Knits

Crème

Unfolding for Fall 15, this ultra fine knit merino beanie will keep
you cozy at your cabin, or stylish downtown. Can be worn cuffed
or unrolled, with a woven label at side. Sold individually by color.

Lambswool
blend.

Heather
Grey

Crème
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Navy

Fine Merino
wool.

Black

The Emerson

The Shepherd

Navy

Black

The Mesa

The Taylor

Heather
Grey

Heather
Grey

Silky acrylic
with fleece
lining.

The finest heathered Merino wool helps keep you warm no matter
the forecast. Breathable and lightweight, the Emerson can be
worn cuffed or unrolled for a modern, relaxed style. Sold in three
pack by color.

Mohair/
acrylic
blend.

Burgundy

Evergreen

Fine Merino
wool.

Charcoal
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The Yukon

The Lewis
Slightly oversized chunky hand-crocheted beanie with colorblocked stripes. More new color combos and fleece banding for
increased warmth. Finished with our herringbone woven label
Sold in three pack by color.

Charcoal

Light
Brown

Black

A heritage inspired beanie with a traditional fit, expertly knit in
wooly heathered yarns, with textured knit details. Features a Coal
suede label and fleece banding for added warmth. Sold in three
pack by color.

Super soft
acrylic with
fleece band.

Navy

Orange

The Sweater

Heather
Burgundy

Crème
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Wool with
fleece band.

Heather
Mustard
Olive

Grey

Black

Navy

The Waffle

A slouchy, oversized beanie knit in a super soft waffle pattern.
Featuring our original whipstitch detail at back for that perfect fit.
Finished with our suede label at side. Sold in three pack by color.

Navy

Olive

Same great features of the iconic Yukon beanie upgraded with a
cuffed brim detail. Fleece banding on the inside for extra warmth,
with suede label trim at cuff. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic
with fleece
lining.

The Soma

Mustard

Grey

The Yukon Brim

A sweater for your noggin, only better. Intricately knit pattern with
cables at top and softly ribbed stripes. Fully lined in super soft
fleece, trimmed with a pom pom at top and nickel metal label at
side. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather
Grey

Black

Wool with
fleece band.

Black
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Grey

Our original hand-crocheted waffle knit beanie with fleece banding
for added warmth and versatility. Finished with herringbone woven
label. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine
acrylic.

Charcoal

Turquoise

Black

Olive

Light Brown

Super soft
acrylic with
fleece band.

Navy
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The Kelso

The Parks

An old school, logoed and cuffed beanie, fully lined in fleece for cold
weather comfort. Custom Coal logo artwork and rib cuff. Can be worn
rolled or unrolled for a slouchy fit. Sold in three pack by color.

Green

Grey

Crème

A roomy, chunky-knit cable beanie with herringbone woven label
that can be seen when cuffed or when worn long for a slouchy fit.
Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Petrol

Black

The Nations

US

Violet

Black

The Summit Beanie

Wear this throwback ski toque with pride. Emblazoned with national
flags, this beanie combines full fleece lining, rolled rib cuff and a
multi color pom pom. Sold in three pack by color.

DE

Light Grey

Chunky
mohair-like
wool/acrylic
blend.

JP

CA

A revamped original—The Summit Beanie is an all-over waffle
knit beanie with a rolled cuff. Our majestic forest patch, resplendent in nature’s finest colors, adorns the side. Sold in three pack
by color.

Fine acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Green

Black

Heather
Red

Finelydistressed
acrylic.

Heather
Mustard

The Uniform +
The fit and look of the Uniform upgraded with a micro fleece
liner for extra warmth. A traditionally cuffed beanie with a custom
embroidered patch at the side. Made in the USA. Sold in three
pack by color.

Dark
Heather
Red
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Black

Charcoal

Fine acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Light
Brown
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The Uniform
A staple for everyday wear—a traditionally cuffed beanie with a
custom woven patch at the side. Offered in a rainbow of classic marls
and solid colors. Made in the USA. Sold in three pack by color.

We are proud to introduce a special collaboration
with Coal team rider Scott Stevens (aka Sleepy
Stevens). Scott snowboards with a style that is anything but tired, turning heads with an unprecedented level of creativity. Coal loves Scott because he is
the nicest human on Earth, making fast friends and
new fans wherever he goes. We have joined forces
to create a special edition of our Uniform beanie.

Olive Marl

Heather
Grey

Light Brown

Black Marl

Burgundy

Golden
Heather

Royal Blue

Red

Kelly Green

Orange

Solid Black

Fine acrylic.

Light Brown Marl

The Uniform SE
Based on our timeless Uniform beanie, the SE features extra-warm
and iconic heathered rag wool for warmth, along with a soft knitted
acrylic yarn lining to keep the wool from itching your head. Classic
Uniform patch at the side and custom internal label. Sleepy
approved. Sold in three pack by color.

Charcoal
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Wool poly
blend.
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The Gray

The Scotty

New for Fall 15, this beanie is for those who question the status
quo, perhaps even a lone wolf. Standard cuff styling, composed
of the finest acrylic materials. Original Coal patch at side. Sold
in three pack by color.

A brand favorite thanks to its cozy and distressed pre-worn appeal. Mid-weight rib knit beanie that can be worn cuffed or in the
modern slightly slouched style. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

Crème

Heather Black

Gold

Heather
Light Brown

Heather
Navy

Heather
Mustard

Heather
Burgundy

Black

Heather
Grey

Finelydistressed
acrylic.

Heather Burgundy

The Burns
Our newest brimmed beanie, a fine knit cap with turned
back cuff and our custom Mount Rainer patch at side. Sold
in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

Heather
Olive

The Longview
New for Fall 15, this cable-knit beanie can be dressed up or dressed
down. From the shipping yard to the dinner party, this subtly fuzzy
cap is sure to find its way into your wardrobe. Modern cuff styling
adorned with a custom leather patch. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather
Black
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Light
Heather
Brown

Olive

Khaki

Grey

Mohair-like
acrylic.

Black
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The Scout
Vintage style makes this classic cuffed beanie with marled rib
knit and old-school camp inspired suede patch a must-have.
Made in the USA. Sold in three pack by color.

Light Brown
Marl

Burgundy

Black

The Geo
Fine acrylic.

Olive

Dropping Fall 15, this pom beanie hails from the fjords of yesteryear. Vintage styling and fine acrylic materials combine for a piece
that can be worn cuffed or unrolled. Sold in three pack by color.

Black

Chunky, oversized beanie made with classic hand-knit details and silky acrylic slub yarn. Sold in three pack by color.

Brick Red

Charcoal

A fresh novelty pattern adorns this beanie and serves as an ode to
winter. Woven label at rolled cuff edge. Made in the USA. Sold in
three pack by color.

Silky acrylic.

White

Petrol

Royal Blue

The Winters

The Thrift Knit

Crème

Khaki

Fine acrylic.

Brown

Grey

Fine acrylic.

Natural

Light Brown

The Lucas
A no-nonsense cuff beanie with stripes and soft rib-knit construction
that is perfect for everyday wear. Made in USA. Sold in three pack
by color.

Black
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Navy

Dark Red

Fine acrylic.

Black
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The Nicks

The Standard

A striped hat made of fine-knit rib. Simple, clean and classic,
looks great cuffed or rolled down. Finished with woven label at
side. Made in the USA. Sold in three pack by color.

Light
Brown
Marl

Heather
Grey

One part Harbor and one part Uniform, this classic cuffed beanie is
the perfect combo of fit and comfort. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

Black

Black

The Freezin

Royal
Blue

Black

Heather
Navy
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Fine acrylic.

Red

A comfy mid-weight beanie, knit with a 2-color rib texture for an
easy, modern fit. Woven label at bottom edge. Sold in three pack
by color.

Heather
Olive

Olive

A traditional fine-knit beanie made versatile with two suede labels;
wear classically cuffed or unrolled for oversized modern styling.
Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

The Binary

Charcoal

Rust

The Harbor

Classic. Vintage. Old-school. Call it what you want, but this
updated fine-knit beanie is made in honor of our favorite decade,
the ’80s. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather
Grey

Heather
Grey

Fine acrylic.

Black

Heather
Mustard

Heather
Burgundy

Black

Fine acrylic.

Charcoal

Heather Olive
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The Team
There is no ”I” in ”Team” nor ”Coal”. Show your team spirit with
this classic fine-knit beanie. Can be worn unfolded for a modern
style or folded up for a classic look and fit. Updated with a multicolored pom pom. Sold in three pack by color.

Olive

Heather
Black

Heather
Burgundy

Khaki

The Pablo
Everything you love about the FLT in a cuffed beanie with pom at
top. Tonal woven labels at side. Wear cuffed, wear unrolled, either
way it’s a classic. Sold in three pack by color.

Petrol

The Vice
You like pizza? Need something to wash that pizza down? Grab
this fine knit beanie, put it on and have a good time. Sold in
three pack by color.

Charcoal
(Bacon)
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Heather
Black (Beer)

Burgundy

Black

Heather Grey

Mustard

Fine acrylic.

Fine acrylic.

Athletic
Blue

Fine acrylic.
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The Frena Solid

The Frena
The Coal legacy was built on this originator of the “modern fit”.
Heavy weight, fine-knit ribbed beanie that’s often imitated but
never duplicated. Sold in three pack by color.

Pink

Mint

Neon Yellow

Black

Heather Olive

Fall / Winter 2015 Collection
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The same modern fit of the Frena but in a rainbow of unique solid
colors. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

Heather
Navy

Heather
Burgundy

Royal
Blue

Heather
Red

Neon
Orange

Purple

Neon
Melon

Heather
Mint

Heather
Pink

Olive

Mustard

Rust

Black

Charcoal

Heather
Grey

White

Fine acrylic.

Purple

Charcoal

Rasta
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The Basic
•

Fine rib-knit texture and woven herringbone label make this the
new standard in brimmed beanies. Sold in three pack by color.

The FLT
Same incredible modern fit as the Frena made lighter weight
for everyday wear. Label enables classic folded cuff style or
modern, slightly oversized fit. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

• Light

Brown

• Heather

Fine acrylic.

Charcoal

Grey

• Green

Heather Navy

Heather Grey

Charcoal

Black

The Stanley
A new classic you won’t find in a gas station. Coal’s updated
shallow fit with our herringbone woven label makes for cuffed
or relaxed wearability. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

White

Golden Heather

Fall / Winter 2015 Collection
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The Knits

Black
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Charcoal

Purple

• Black

Heather Green

Royal
Blue

Athletic Blue
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The Ellis HB
Upgraded for Fall 15 in even finer Merino wool, this headband
features a custom knit texture detail, lined in soft microfleece and
trimmed with a tonal woven Coal herringbone label. Sold in three
pack by color.

The Headband
Burgundy

Heather Grey

Fine Merino
wool with
fleece lining.

Black

The Peters HB
A handmade crochet headband of chunky silky acrylic yarn that
is twisted with contrast colors and finished with a suede label.
Sold in three pack by color.

Petrol

Natural

Black

Silky acrylic.

Brick Red

The Geo HB
Double layer knit construction with our allover geometric pattern.
Tonal woven label at side. Sold in three pack by color.

Khaki

Fall / Winter 2015 Collection
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Charcoal

Royal
Blue

Fine acrylic.

Black
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The Conrad Scarf
Fine-gauge rib knit spun into an eternity design for neverending warmth and comfort. Sold in three pack by color.

The Scarfs
Petrol

Crème

Charcoal

Fine acrylic.

Black

The Dylan Scarf
Clean color blocked styling, single layer rib knit scarf rendered in
the finest gauge acrylic. Woven herringbone label at scarf end.
Sold in three pack by color.

Heather Black

Fine acrylic.

Heather Burgundy

The Jakob Scarf
An everyday basic, simple and clean single layer fine-gauge knit
scarf in solid and heathered colors. Signature woven label at scarf
end. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather Navy

Fall / Winter 2015 Collection
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Black

Charcoal

Fine acrylic.

Light Heather Grey
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The Taylor Fingerless Glove
Just like the namesake beanie, these finely-finished classic
fingerless gloves feature soft, tweed heathered wool, with two-layer
rib cuff and tonal woven Coal herringbone label at opening. Sold
individually by color.

The Gloves
Burgundy

Navy

Heather Grey

Lambswool
blend.

Light Heather Brown

The Woodsmen Glove

A convertible mitten top fingerless glove with full thumb, custom
metal button detail and Coal herringbone woven label. Sold in three
pack by color.

Petrol

The Randle Glove

Fall / Winter 2015 Collection
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Charcoal

The Connors Fingerless Glove

Our classic lambswool full fingered glove with patented touch
screen compatible finger tips at the thumb, index and middle
fingers. Finished with ribbed cuff and tonal Coal woven
herringbone label. Sold individually by color.

Charcoal

Black

Fine acrylic.

Heather Brown

Classic mid-weight fingerless glove in time-tested colors. Sold in
three pack by color.

Lambswool.

Green

Heather Grey

Black

Fine acrylic.

Light Brown
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The U.H.B. +
Back in action for Fall 15, this under helmet compatible balaclava will help you weather the storm. Based on our classic U.H.B.
but made of 3 strategically placed technical fabrics. Lightweight
moisture wicking, stretch polyester at top panel. Windproof
panels at sides are breathable and water resistant. Grid fleece at
front for extra breathability. Finished with our classic Coal label
at hem. Sold in three pack by color.

The NWAs

Polyester.

Black

The U.H.B.
The Under-Helmet or Under-Hat Balaclava. For Fall 15 The
U.H.B. has an updated, more comfortable fit. The top panel is
a lightweight, stretch, moisture wicking polyester fabric in solid
black or prints. Warm micro-tech fleece lower panel is outfitted with a heat debossed logo and laser cut holes for increased
breathability. Sold in three pack by color.

Black Floral
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Snow Camo

Black Nordic

Polyester.

Black
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The B.E.B.
The Best-Ever Balaclava, made from double-sided single layer
micro-tech fleece with flat seam construction and updated heat
debossed logo. Openings at mouth and nose area for better
breathability. Sold in three pack by color.

Hailing from the frozen hills of Minnesota, Coal
Ambassador Joe Sexton knows that winter’s no
joke. With his preferred activities (snowboarding and fishing) in mind, Joe worked with us to
create an all new hood that keeps Mother Nature
out when she’s at her worst. Don’t get caught
lunkering or lurking without one!

Black Nordic

Polyester.

Black

The Flex Balaclava
New to the NWA collection for 2015 is The Flex Balaclava. Lightweight technical fabric throughout, and a moisture wicking mesh
lining at front panel. The articulated shape of this face mask optimizes the flexibility and coverage… They don’t call ‘em The Flex for
nothing. Sold in three pack by color.

Stretch
nylon/poly
blend.

The Fleece Hood SE
This fleece hood will shield you from the most adverse weather
conditions. Cover your face, neck and head with the allover cozy
softness of double-sided fleece. Breath easy while protecting
your face with an extra panel made of grid fleece material. Stay
dry with the waterproof panels at the top and back outside layer
of the hood. Adjust the fit around your face with the stretch
drawcord. Sold in three pack by color.

Polyester.

Snow Camo

Black

The B.E.B. Light +
A single layer balaclava made of moisture wicking grid fleece fabric.
This balaclava is warm and protective while being lightweight and
breathable. Contoured shape for optimum fit and classic Coal label at
hem. Sold in three pack by color.

Black
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Polyester grid
fleece.

Black

The NWAs
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The Knit Clava

The B.E.B. Light
Our single layer balaclava made of lightweight, moisture wicking, stretch fabric. Perfect under a helmet, beanie or other face
mask for ultimate layering comfort. Available in an assortment of
printed custom-made artwork and classic solid black. Coal label
at hem. Sold in three pack by color.

Full on coverage for whatever Mother Nature throws your way.
Fine-knit facemask in super soft acrylic with contrast eye opening
and logo embroidery. Sold in three pack by color.

Stretch
nylon/poly
blend.

Neon Orange

Heather Olive

Charcoal

Black

Fine acrylic.

Heather Burgundy

Heather Navy
Grey Crystal

Black Floral

Snow Camo

Black

The Merino Clava
Introducing for Fall 15 the double layer face mask made of extrafine Merino wool. With Merino’s naturally insulating and moisture
wicking properties, this balaclava will keep you warm and dry
during the chilly winter days. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine Merino
wool.

The M.K.T.
An extra fine Merino wool neck gaiter: the Merino Knit Tube.
Since Merino is naturally insulating and moisture wicking, this
neck warmer will keep you dry and warm during harsh winter
days. Sold in three pack by color.

Black
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Evergreen

The NWAs
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Burgundy

Black

Fine Merino
wool.

Heather Grey
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The M.T.N.

The Tube

The Micro-Tech Neckwarmer, a cleanly designed gaiter made of
double layer, moisture wicking, stretch polyester and enhanced
with an embroidered logo. The MTN style has been a longtime
veteran to our NWA collection, refreshed for 2015 with a brand
new heathered fabric. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather
Grey

Heather
Green

Black

What’s extra long and moisture wicking mesh all over? The Tube.
New for Fall 15 this single layer neck gaiter is a perfect additional
layer to keeping you warm, dry and totally tubular! Contrast color
woven label at bottom hem. Sold in three pack by color.

Stretch
nylon/poly
blend.

Heather
Red

Purple

The M.T.T. +

Charcoal

Black

Stretch
Polyester.

Orange

The V-NECK Gaiter

The Micro Tech Tube + is a single layer, super lightweight
neck gaiter made of moisture wicking grid fleece fabric. The
contoured shape makes for an ideal fit and ultimate coverage. Finished with tonal label at bottom hem. Sold in three
pack by color.

This longstanding Coal classic has proven performance and wearability. Micro-tech fleece with flat seam construction and bandana-style
hem shape. New for Fall 15 are printed fleece colorways, alongside
solid colors with all over heat-debossed branding. Sold in three pack
by color.

Polyester
grid fleece.

Polyester.

Black

Black
Nordic

The M.T.T.
The Micro Tech Tube is one of our lightest weight neck warmers.
Made of moisture wicking material. This single layer gaiter features
a contoured shape that provides a comfortable fit and ultimate
coverage. Updated for Fall 15 with all new custom prints. Sold in
three pack by color.

Black
(tonal print)
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Snow
Camo

Black
Floral

The NWAs
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Grey
Crystal

Stretch
nylon/poly
blend.

Mustard

Charcoal

Pink Plaid

Mint

Black
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The M.T.F. Gaiter
Ultimate warmth in a clean and timeless design. Made from
two layers of single-sided micro-tech fleece, with stretch seam
construction and a contrast color embroidered logo. Sold in
three pack by color.

Light Grey

Purple

The Frena NW
Polyester.

The ultimate knitted neck warmer, inspired by our favorite heavyweight, fine-knit ribbed beanie. Works as a cozy neck gaiter as well as
pulled up to keep the chin and face warm. Sold in three pack by color.

Purple

Charcoal Stripe

Charcoal

Heather Pink

Fine acrylic.

Black

Charcoal
Heather Olive

Mint

Magenta

Royal Blue

The FLT NW

Dark Red

Super soft yarn just like the FLT beanies, knit into a classic neck
warmer. Great worn as a traditional neck gaiter or up over the face
for extra protection. Finished with a woven label at the bottom edge.
Sold in three pack by color.

Mustard
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Olive

Black

Light Brown

Purple

Black

Fine acrylic.

Charcoal
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The Womens
Collection
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The Hazel

The Women’s
Hats

Arriving for Fall 15, a women’s hat with an asymmetrical
peaked crown and an accompanying dose of confidence.
Lovely double layer ribbon headband, finished with a soft
hand tied bow and metal Coal emblem. Constructed in the
USA with the finest crushable wool felt, this hat is not for the
faint of heart. Sold individually by color / by size.

Crushable wool felt.
Available in S (56.5cm)
and M (58.5cm)

Navy
Dark Pine

The Simone

Our custom cloche-inspired hat with a dramatic, asymmetrical brim. Made from felted wool, trimmed with braided
cording and a nickel metal label at side. Made in USA.
Sold individually by color.

Crushable wool felt.
Available in OSFM
(57cm)

Brown
Black
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The Horizon

A Coal classic reinvented for Fall 15, this wide brim fedora
is comprised of crushable wool felt, trimmed with waxed
cotton cord headband and metal Coal emblem at side.
Made in the USA. Sold individually by color / by size.

Black

The Drifter

The finest short brim fedora with a classic pinch front, made
of heathered, crushable wool felt. Wrapped with a cotton cord
headband and metal emblem at side. Made in USA. Sold individually by color / by size.

The Harmon

Heather Grey

Debuting Fall 15, the Harmon is as classic as they come. Featuring a pinch front with a subtle grosgrain ribbon headband. Metal
coin logo at side. Sold individually by color / by size.

Wool felt.
Available in M
(57cm) and L
(59cm)

Heather Burgundy

Crushable wool
felt.
Available in S
(55cm), M (57cm),
and L (59cm)

Heather Black

A wide brim fedora utilizing our custom block, fashioned in heathered
wool felt. Outfitted with a leather cord that wraps around as a headband and continues through to function as a chin cord. Finished with
our metal label at side. Sold individually by color / by size.

Heather Black
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Available in S
(56.5cm), M
(58cm), and L
(60cm)

Charcoal

Pine

The Lee

Crushable wool felt.

Wool felt.
Available in M
(57cm) and L
(59cm)

Khaki

The Women’s Hats
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The Walker

The Women’s
Knits

A beautifully knit beanie, that really should just be called heaven
for your head. Super soft and fine, 100% cashmere yarn is expertly
knit into the coziest beanie that can be worn cuffed or unrolled and
slouchy. Finished with our metal emblem at the crown. Sold individually by color.

Toast

Black

Cashmere.

Charcoal

The Taylor
Our innovative style featuring our original whipstitch detail at back,
so that when worn it sits back on your head for that truly modern
fit. Cast in a heathered tweed yarn and trimmed with our signature
herringbone woven label at side. Sold individually
by color.

Heather
Grey

Navy

Burgundy

Lambswool
blend.

Light
Heather
Brown

The Rose
Your grandma’s wallpaper knit into silky and soft yarn. Fully fleece
lined for warmth with a fluffy pom pom on top. Sold in three pack
by color.

Navy
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Burgundy

Charcoal

Silky acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Black
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The Ruby

The Sweater
A sweater for your noggin, only better. Intricately knit pattern
with cables at top and softly ribbed stripes. Fully lined in super
soft fleece, trimmed with a pom pom at top and nickel metal
label at side. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather
Grey

Heather
Burgundy

Crème

A warm and wooly rib knit beanie. Mohair and wool fibers are spun
into multidimensional colors. Classic Coal woven label at side. Sold
in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic
with fleece
lining.

Heather
Mustard

Crème

The Britta

Black

White

Heather
Grey

Burgundy

White

The Women’s Knits
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Charcoal

Navy

Mohair/acrylic
blend.

Mint

The Hailey

Wool acrylic yarn knit into silly critter faces. Choose from a cute
kitty, sweet bunny or adorable mouse. A fuzzy pom on top with
woven logo label at side. Sold in three pack by color.
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Red

Fuzzy and soft mohair blend yarn is cast into a classic geometric
pattern. Rib cuff at hem and pom pom at top. Trimmed with a
metal label at the side. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic
with fleece
lining.

The Whiskers

Crème

Heather
Grey

The Olive

An all new lady’s Nordic-inspired beanie fully lined in fleece for
ultimate warmth. A novel snowflake pattern knit in a mohair-like
texture accents the allover soft and silky acrylic. Pom pom at top
with woven Coal label at bottom edge. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather
Grey

Rainbow

Wool/mohair
blend.

Heather
Grey

And then the fairy godmother said you will be the coziest of them
all! Mohair blend yarn twisted with a touch of sparkle. Comfy rib
knit gives this hat an easygoing fit. Made in the USA. Sold in three
pack by color.

Wool blend.

Blue

Black

White

Mohair blend.

Charcoal
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The Hazy
An ultra-comfortable, sure-to-be-classic beanie made of a
soft and fuzzy mohair blend that is cast into a slouchy, easy
fitting style. Woven label at side. Sold in three pack by color.

Purple

Neon Melon

Black

The Cameron

Mohair
blend.

A beanie with a distinctly layered look, featuring drop-stitch
details for a looser, slouchy fit. Sold in three pack by color.

Sage

Mint

The Soma

Black

Blue

Navy

The Kate
Waffle knit beanie updated with a two-color twisted yarn. An
oversized pom pom at top and the option to wear it cuffed or
unrolled sets this beanie apart from the rest. Sold in three pack
by color.
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Heather Grey

The Women’s Knits

Heather
Grey

Our original hand-crocheted, waffle-knit beanie crafted of soft
and silky yarn. Features a slightly scaled-down yet modern size
and fleece banding to keep your ears warm. Sold in three pack
by color.

Fine acrylic.

Mustard

Jewel
Green

Khaki

The Waffle (W)

A slouchy, oversized beanie knit in a super soft waffle pattern. Featuring our original whipstitch detail at back for that
perfect fit. Finished with our suede label at side. Sold in
three pack by color.

Grey

Black

Wool blend.

Berry

coalheadwear.com

Heather
Black

Neon
Melon

Bright
Purple

Silky acrylic
with fleece
band.

Mint

The Coco

Mohair-like
acrylic.

A plush, oversized beanie in an exclusive custom space-dyed
slub yarn. Sold in three pack by color.

Rainbow

Charcoal

Purple

Mohair-like
acrylic.

Blue
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The Pia

The Rosa
A timeless Coal original. Silky and fabulous yarn knit into a
chunky cable pattern, with pom pom and rib finish. Sold in
three pack by color.

Silky yarn with a bit of shine is reverse knit into an oversized and
carefree silhouette. Our nickel metal emblem sets off the subtle
metallic sheen of the yarn. Sold in three pack by color.

Silky acrylic.

Petrol

Sherbet

Jewel Green

Crème

Black

Light Grey

Fuschia

The Parks

Sea Foam

A roomy, chunky-knit cable beanie with herringbone woven label
that can be seen when cuffed or when worn long for a slouchy fit.
Sold in three pack by color.

Black

Light
Grey

Crème

The Fauna
A slightly slouchy beanie with whimsical critters at the side.
Choose from a sneaky squirrel, fluffy sheep, graceful whale or
a wise owl. Contrast rib at bottom and pom pom at top. Sold in
three pack by color.

Navy (Owl)
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Acrylic wool
blend.

Crème (Whale)

The Women’s Knits

Black (Sheep)

coalheadwear.com

Rust (Squirrel)

Violet

Petrol

Chunky mohairlike wool/acrylic
blend.

Black

The Lauren
Fine acrylic.

A warm and woolen, lady’s version of the FLT. Wool blend yarn
with an open space dye effect knit into soft jersey. Classic coal
woven label at side. Sold individually by color.

Navy

Mohair blend.

Black
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The Winters

The Scotty
A brand favorite thanks to its cozy and distressed pre-worn appeal. Mid-weight rib knit beanie that can be worn cuffed or in the
modern slightly slouched style. Sold in three pack by color.

Heather
Light
Brown

Crème

Heather
Navy

A fresh novelty pattern adorns this beanie and serves as an ode to
winter. Woven label at rolled cuff edge. Made in the USA. Sold in
three pack by color.

Finelydistressed
acrylic.

Fine acrylic.

Heather
Mustard
White

Brown

Grey

Natural

The Dottie
The Dottie is a cuffed beanie covered in adorable knit-in dots.
Soft acrylic with multi color pom pom. Sold in three pack by color.
Heather
Olive

Heather
Burgundy

Black

Fine acrylic.

Heather
Grey

The Thrift Knit
Chunky, oversized beanie made with classic hand-knit details and silky acrylic slub yarn. Sold in three pack by color.

Silky acrylic.

Jewel
Green

Fuschia

Crème

Charcoal

The Freezin
Petrol

Brick
Red

Black

Grey

Classic. Vintage. Old-school. Call it what you want, but this
updated fine-knit beanie is made in honor of our favorite decade,
the ’80s. Sold in three pack by color.

Light
Brown

Fine acrylic.

Crème
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Heather
Grey

Royal Blue

Black

Red
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The Roberta
•

An extra comfy rib knit watch cap. Built like the Stanley, but
made softer for the ladies. Made in the USA. Sold in three pack
by color.

Purple

Black

Charcoal

The Julietta
Incredibly soft, fine-knit, modern oversized beanie that looks and
feels amazing. Trimmed with a suede label at the side. Sold in
three pack by color.

Super soft
acrylic.

Cashmerelike acrylic.

Mint

The Pablo
Everything you love about the FLT in a cuffed beanie with pom
at top. Tonal woven labels at side. Wear cuffed, wear unrolled,
either way it’s a classic. Sold in three pack by color.

Fine acrylic.

• Crème

Melon

• Blue

• Pink

Charcoal

Burgundy

Mint

Burgundy

Black

Heather
Grey

Mustard

Athletic
Blue

Petrol
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The Women’s Knits
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Evergreen

• Black

Purple
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The Ruby HB

The Women’s
Headbands

A vintage-inspired Coal original. Twisted front headband knit in
multidimensional color mohair wool blend. Trimmed with a nickel
metal label at the side. Sold in three pack by color.

Rainbow

Heather
Grey

Red

Wool/mohair
blend.

Crème

The Greer HB
An oversized cable adorns this chunky hand-knit headband. Silky
two color twisted yarn with a hint of shine. Nickel metal label at
side. Sold in three pack by color.

Crème

Petrol

Black

Acrylic wool
blend.

Light Grey

The Ellis HB
Upgraded for Fall 15 in even finer Merino wool, this headband
features a custom knit texture detail, lined in soft microfleece and
trimmed with a tonal woven Coal herringbone label. Sold in three
pack by color.

Burgundy
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Heather Grey

Fine Merino
wool with fleece
lining.

Black
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The Peters HB
A handmade crochet headband of chunky silky acrylic yarn
that is twisted with contrast colors and finished with a suede
label. Sold in three pack by color.

Petrol

Natural

Black

The Roberta HB

Silky acrylic.

Brick
Red

An all new lady’s staple. Super soft acrylic in a classic headband
silhouette. Coal woven label at side. Sold in three pack by color.

Charcoal

Black

Purple

Super soft
acrylic.

Mint

The Olive HB
Fuzzy and soft mohair blend yarn is cast into a geometric
pattern. Classic headband fit. Trimmed with a metal label at
the side. Sold in three pack by color.

Mint

Charcoal

Navy

Mohair/acrylic blend.

Heather
Grey

The Geo HB
Double layer knit construction with our allover geometric pattern. Tonal woven label at side. Sold in three pack by color.

Khaki
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Charcoal

The Women’s Headbands

Royal
Blue
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Fine acrylic.

Black
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The Madison Scarf
A sumptuous eternity scarf in a cozy, open knit pattern. Fashioned
in soft two-color twisted yarn and soft suede label. Sold in three
pack by color.

The Women’s
Scarfs

Mohair-like
acrylic.

Berry
Heather Grey

Jewel Green

Heather Black

The Jessie Scarf
A super soft, fine knit eternity scarf. Features an all over stripe
pattern and a double layer construction. Woven label at side. Sold
in three pack by color.

Charcoal

Burgundy

The Woods
A dramatic hood integrated with long, rib knit scarf ends creates
the ultimate multi-functional piece. Wear wrapped for warmth or
looser for dramatic layering effects. Fashioned out of super-soft
lambswool angora blend. Sold individually by color.

Cashmerelike acrylic.

Mint

The Julietta Eternity Scarf

Lambswool
angora
blend.

New for Fall 15— an incredibly soft fine-knit eternity scarf for
everyday comfort and wear. An excellent accompaniment to the
Julietta beanie. Sold in three pack by color.

Cashmere-like
acrylic.

Black
Light Grey

Fall / Winter 2015 Collection

Black
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Melon

Crème

Charcoal
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The Woods Glove
Our fine gauge lambswool angora knit into a full fingered glove for
women. Patented touch screen compatible finger tips at the thumb,
index and middle fingers. Finished with folded rib cuff and nickel
metal label. Sold individually by color.

The Women’s
Gloves & Mittens

Lambswool
angora
blend.

Black

Light Grey

The Lauren Glove
Sleek and minimal, this pair of mohair wool blend gloves will be
there when the mercury drops. Each pair features an exaggerated
space dye, ensuring no two pairs are alike. Trimmed with our nickel
metal emblem. Sold in three pack by color.

Mohair
blend.

Navy

Black
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The Ruby Mitten
Super plush and snuggly warm mitten, lined in fleece and
made from our multidimensional mohair blend yarn. Sold in
three pack by color.

Red

Heather Grey

Rainbow

Wool/mohair
blend.

Crème

The Taylor Fingerles Glove
Just like the namesake beanie, these finely-finished classic fingerless gloves feature soft, tweed heathered wool, with two-layer
rib cuff and tonal woven Coal herringbone label at opening. Sold
in three pack by color.

Burgundy

Navy

Heather Grey

Lambswool
blend.

Light Heather Brown

The Cameron Glove
A fingerless glove with convertible mitten top that adds a layer of
warmth for those cold winter days. Wood button detail and suede
label at cuff. Sold in three pack by color.

Sage
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Black

The Women’s Gloves & Mittens

Khaki
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Wool blend.

Heather Grey
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Double-sided Freestanding Rack

Wire Shelf

All new double-sided freestanding rack with metal frame, custom grid wall inserts with
interior panel, mirror header and self-leveling feet.

Wire shelf with branded bamboo badge can be
used on slatwall, mounted to any flat surface or
in conjunction with our freestanding rack.

Can accommodate our original POP rack, slat wall hanger, wire shelf or a combination
for multiple merchandising options.

Single Hat Display
Displays woven hats, caps and knits.
5.5" x 5.5" base / 14cm x 14cm

22" W x 14" D / 55.8cm W x 35.5cm D

Leg assembly can easily convert rack into a single-sided unit making
merchandising in small spaces or against a wall possible.
65" H x 28" W x 26" D / 165.1cm H x 75.1cm W x 66cm D

Inflatable hat display

Table Top Mirror

Displays woven hats, caps and knits.

Custom mirror with bamboo accent
for use on any flat surface.

7" x 6" base / 18cm x 15.25cm

5.5" x 5.5" base / 14cm x 14cm

Original POP Rack

Slat Wall Hanger

Holds up to 20 beanies and can be used on slat
wall, mounted to any flat surface or in conjunction
with our freestanding rack.

11" long hanger with branded bamboo end that
can be used on slat wall or on our
freestanding display.

23.75" w / 60.3cm

Fall / Winter 2015 Collection
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Double-sided Freestanding Rack Merchandising Examples
Our all new double sided rack has an infinite number of
display options. Utilize both sides or as a single-sided fixture
against a wall. Combine with our display accessories for
unlimited possibilities.
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Materials

Appreciation

USA Wool Felt

Merino wool

Our US-made wool felt hats are made by a manufacturer
that has been around for over 100 years. They have
perfected the art of making wool felt fedoras, bowlers and
other highly crafted headwear. The wool they use comes
from Texas and goes through a rigorous process where
the raw wool is first formed into loose cone shaped bodies from there the cones are treated with pressure and
hot water repeatedly. The combination of the pressure
and heat begins to felt the wool fibers. The felt becomes
tighter and denser as the process continues. Once the
bodies are ready for use the are blocked by hand, the
brims trimmed and shaped, and the final trims, lining
and labeling applied.

Merino is an amazing yarn with the ability to be both
refined in look and tough in performance. Merino wool
is not only finer and softer than other wool, it also has
technical properties akin to what most people look for in
synthetic performance fibers, such as wicking
and insulation.

Thanks to everyone who helped make
Coal possible over the last thirteen years!

USA Mohair Acrylic

The USA made Mohair/Acrylic blend is a blend of two
wonderful fibers. Mohair is a silk-like fiber made from the
hair of the Angora goat. Known for its luster and sheen,
mohair has great insulating properties, adding warmth to
the finished yarn. Acrylic is incredibly versatile, bringing strength and malleability to the yarn. When spun
together, these fibers create a yarn that lends itself well
to a variety of styles. You will find it in both a classic fisherman’s toque as well as a warm and fuzzy lady’s beanie.

Cashmere
Our cashmere comes from goats that reside in the mountainous plateaus of Mongolia. At this high altitude and in
the harsh weather conditions, the goat grows a thick coat
of soft hair that— compared to other fibers— has more
insulating power, providing warmth without weight and
bulk. The cost of cashmere comes from limited supply
and the difficulty to gather the fleece.
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Lambswool

Product & Lifestyle Photography:

Lambswool is different from other wool in that wool fibers
are shorter, making them softer. Lambswool characteristically is softer and more slippery in-hand, compared to other
wool, making it a great fiber for beanies.

Lifestyle Photography:

Lambswool Angora
Our lambswool/Angora blend allows the silky Angora fiber
to be used in a variety of applications. Angora on its own
is incredibly soft, even softer than cashmere but not as
sturdy, making it difficult to spin into yarn. Blending it
with lambswool— plus a touch of nylon— allows this fiber
to be made into beanies, scarves and gloves with years of
wearability.

Silky Acrylic
Silky acrylic differs from regular acrylic, in that during the
yarn spinning process it goes through additional steps
to impart the yarn with amazing softness, a silky texture,
and a bit of sheen.

Mark Welsh / markwelshphoto.com
Crispin Connon

Trademark
Coal is a registered trademark
of Coal Headwear LLC.

Sustainability
Coal promotes sustainable development
through the use of recycled products,
natural fibers and biodegradable
materials.

Offices
2700 West Commodore Way
Seattle, WA 98199 USA
Ph 206 632 1601
Fx 206 932 0543
coalheadwear.com
info@coalheadwear.com
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